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Story

Mirabelle’s magical manes

Magical and sweet as sugar – an enchanting new series of books for beginner readers

The four magical manes Flame, Droplet, Crumb and Wind can cast magic spells using the twinkling stars in

their manes. Each horse commands a different element – fire, water, earth and air – and together they

serve their queen Mirabelle, a beautiful unicorn from the rainbow castle. The four magical horses go on lots

of fantastic adventures together!

Queen Mirabelle has an urgent mission for the magical manes: the sugar fairies in Chocolatown need their

help. The volcano ovens the fairies use for baking have suddenly and inexplicably got far too hot, and all

their cakes are coming out burnt. The four magical horses set out to investigate...

 
Four horses on a mission to help the creatures of the enchanted kingdom
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Magical and funny

 
Big, colourful illustrations by Dorothea Ackroyd

 
For fans of Fillies and My Little Pony

Ann-Katrin Heger

Ann-Katrin Heger worked as editor in different publishing houses for childrens’ and juvenile books before

she started writing herself. She lives with her family and a cat in Fürth.
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More titles in this series

Mirabelle's Magical Manes -

Come Into the Land of the

Unicorn Queen! (Vol. 1-3)

Mirabelle’s Magical Manes in

the Rainbow Castle (Vol. 1)

Mirabelle’s Magical Manes

and the Water Lily Festival

(Vol. 3)

Mirabelle’s Magical Manes in

the Cloud Kingdom (Vol. 4)
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